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Explanatory Definitions of the Technology Push Success Factors
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Abstract
The main task for most development-intensive organizations is to create, develop and commercialize new products and
services. Because development processes are risky and failure rates are high, especially in the case of technology pushed
projects, unambiguous success factors are valuable knowledge for the management of development-intensive firms.
New product development and innovation literature has presented many success factors for developed products, but,
unfortunately, many of them are nebulous in nature. The aim of this paper is to clarify what elements comprise the exact
factors. After an extensive review and screening of the technology push success factor related literature, a total of 13
success factors were rationalized and transcribed according the previous literature. As a result, three separate keynotes
were recognized, and the survey instrument framework was proposed. The practical relevance of this study is to help firm
management to recognize the real actions needed to reduce product development risks and also to help scholars to focus
on key issues when studying the key factors of breakthrough development cases.
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Introduction
The main task for most NPD intensive organizations is
to create, develop and commercialize new products and
services. However, this is a complex and difficult task. NPD
being the backbone of many industries, it is obvious that
it is of considerable interest to multidisciplinary research.
The quantity of NPD research during recent decades has
been tremendous (e.g., Balachandra & Friar, 1997; Ernst,
2002). This research has, almost without exception, been
aimed to identify the success factors of new products.
The impulse for the development of a new product comes
either from customer needs (MP ) or from internal or
external research (TP ).

Even though the definition of radical innovation varies in the
literature (e.g., Green et al., 1995; McDermott & O’Connor,
2002), one valid and measurable definition by Green et
al. (1995) incorporates four dimensions: technological
uncertainty, technical inexperience, business inexperience
and technology cost. Many researchers have also added
change dimensions: the change of customer behavior (e.g.,
Samli & Weber, 2000) and the change of the existing market
(e.g., McDermott & O’Connor, 2002). If these characteristics
are collated, it is obvious that the development of radical
projects has higher risks but also higher profit expectations
(e.g., Christensen, 1997; Samli & Weber, 2000).

According to the concept of MP, market demand is the main
driver of innovation.The concept of TP suggests instead that
the driver for innovation is internal or external research
and that the target is to develop new technology for
commercial purposes.

Because development processes are risky and failure rates
are high, especially in the case of TP projects, unambiguous
success factors are valuable knowledge for the management
of development-intensive firms.

Even recent NPD literature does not set a clear arrangement
in the TP-MP debate; it leaves some space for interpretation
at the case level (Herstatt & Lettl, 2004) and leaves a
possibility to combine both of these strategies. Still, few
successful firms in the market prefer the TP approach, either
intentionally or accidentally.To give an example of companies
in different scales that adhere to the TP approach, one can
name Apple (Isaacson, 2011) and 37signals (Sarja, 2012).
Apple did not do market researched, and 37signals defends
their way of not listening to customers in the development
phase. The TP strategy dominates radical innovation and MP
dominates incremental innovation.
Innovation is generally defined as a new technology or
combination of technologies that offer valuable benefits to
the users. The difference between radical and incremental
innovation is the state of novelty. Radical innovation involves
the development of considerable new technologies or
market ideas previously unknown or that require remarkable
changes to what currently exists in the market. Incremental
innovation is an extension of current products or existing
processes (e.g., McDermott & O’Connor, 2002).

Sarja (2015) studied two meta-analyses for finding the
success factors of TP projects in an ICT context. However,
the author concluded that the TP success factors – according
to the current research – are industry independent. We
found that the 13 success factors (table 1) are not very
exact; rather, they are descriptive vague topics. We see this
issue as somewhat problematic; the success factors are too
wide, or they may have many different meanings. Balachandra
and Friar (1997) concluded the same confusion of NPD
research previously.
The research problem of this paper is to clarify what
elements comprise the exact factors. The research subject
is 13 success factors collected from the meta-analyses by
Samli and Weber (2000) and Bishop and Magleby (2004).
For rationalizing and transcribing the success factors, we
searched related concepts from previous literature, including
research papers and established books. In this paper, we
introduce the proposed reasoning of the success factors.
In addition, the survey instrument framework for TP case
studies is proposed.
At first, the thematized success factors (Sarja, 2015) are
presented and transcribed and the framework of the survey
instrument for case testing is introduced. Then, the findings
are discussed and summarized in the last chapter.
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Market related

MP methods used

MA¹ Product
MA
related
BM² TP for difficult SW
adopted
BM Life cycle
SW

Market development

BM

Alternative study

BM

Focus on customer needs

Fill an unrecognised need
Technological
advantages

Adoption time/ technophobia
SW³
¹ meta-analyses
² Author: Bishop & Magleby (2004)
³ Author: Samli & Weber (2000)

Management
related
Management
support
Degree of funding

MA
BM
SW

Organisation related
Networking
Project team
skills

MA
BM
BM

SW
SW
BM

Table 1. TP success factors (Sarja, 2015)

Specification of the TP success factors

Market related success factors

The NPD and innovation literature have presented many
success factors for developed products. Parts of these factors are comprehensible, but, unfortunately, many of them
have conspicuous characteristics; they are nebulous in nature. Many times, they can be explained many ways. Balachandra and Friar (1997) concluded this previously, and,
as an example, they underlined that the terms “emphasize
marketing” and “support of top management” may take
many different forms. The authors explain the factors that
are considered so self-evident in many cases that no clear
definitions are given, even though they may have different
meanings. The same phenomenon applies to the previous
study of Sarja (2015). As the author concludes, “The current
literature does not provide exact key factors but instead,
rather descriptive vague topics.”

1.

MP methods used

We see that MP thought is not a method but rather is an
innovation driver approach (e.g., Herstatt & Lettl, 2004; Sarja
2015), and this key factor covers somewhat the next three
market related success factors: a focus on customer needs,
market development and alternative study. In addition, following the MP based generic development process introduced by Ulrich and Eppinger (2008), the MP approach will
be taken into consideration. The general level description of
the generic development process is illustrated in figure 1.

For rationalizing the success factors, we have divided them
into smaller, precise pieces and proposed a reasoning
of the factors.

Figure 1. Generic development process (source: Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008)
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The generic development process describes the market-pull
situation. The authors separate the TP and MP situations,
explaining that, in the TP case, a firm begins with a new
technology and tries to find an appropriate market; whereas,
in the MP case, a firm begins development with a market
opportunity and tries to satisfy market needs using whatever
technologies are available. This separation is done by adding
technology-market matching to the first phase (planning) of
the (market pull) process.

In summary, it can be concluded that the development
process itself should be the same regardless of the innovation
driver (TP or MP). This premise is supported by numerous
studies with different NPD perspectives, for example,
marketing-R&D co-operations or TP-MP integrated models
(e.g., Freeman, 1982; Zmud, 1984; Munro & Noori, 1988;
Souder, 1989; Herstatt & Lettl, 2009). The framework of this
thought is presented in figure 2.

Figure 2. The framework of NPD success factor research (Sarja, 2015)
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2.

Focus on customer needs

Customer needs means basically that the customer solves
some problem by purchasing a product (a good or service).
Most literature about NPD, also TP-focused, stresses that
customer needs must be identified at the beginning of the
development process. For example, Ulrich and Eppinger
(2008) examine preparatory customer related studies,
including customer needs collection for the two first
phases (0=planning, 1=concept development), in their
generic development process. After articulating market
opportunities and defining market segments in the planning
phase, the needs of segmented customers (e.g., Kotler &
Armstrong, 1987, pp. 203–224) in a target market should be
identified in the concept development phase. The output of
identifying customer needs is a constructed list of customer
need statements, organized in hierarchical order with
importance weightings. The five-step process for identifying
customer needs is:
1.
Gather raw data from customers
2.
Interpret the raw data in terms of customer needs
3.
Organize the needs into a hierarchy of primary,
secondary and (if necessary) tertiary needs
4.
Establish the relative importance of the needs
5.
Reflect on the results and the process
Market development
The term market development has many statements.
Thinking about the found success factor of a TP product,
it is reasonable to adopt the commonly used Ansoff model
(Figure 3). The Ansoff model describes firm growth strategy
opportunities. It contains four growth options that are used
based on product and market maturities.

In the model, market development means a firm’s attempt
to identify and develop new markets for current products.
However, it does not apply to the new product context.
Therefore, when we use the concept of market development
in this paper, we actually mean the concepts of product
development (new products for existing markets) and
diversification (new products for new markets).
Bishop and Magleby (2004) state that the market must be
developed, instructed or prepared simultaneously with the
development of a product (see Sarja, 2015, chapter 3.1). We
agree with this view in terms of the definition of a target
market by a development firm.
4.

Alternative study

Alternative study regards a kind of sub-process in the
concept development phase of the development process
that is similar to customer needs identification. Time-wise
these two processes will be actualized simultaneously. Ulrich
and Eppinger (2008) state that the alternative product
concept must be generated and evaluated in the concept
development phase.
There are numerous studies of competitor analysis in
marketing literature (e.g., Chen, 1996; Peteraf & Bergen,
2002; 2003). We would like to note a slight difference
between the concepts of alternative analysis and competitor
analysis. Competitor analysis is a marketing related term
concerning products, whereas alternative study (or analysis)
concerns only new products, processes and methods (in
the market). Because there is not a significant number of
studies about alternative analysis, we make an assumption
that alternative studies can be done with the same method
as competitor analyses.
A significant argument was found by Lewitt (1960). He stated
that business should not be defined in terms of product types
but in terms of customer needs to be served. This thought
encourages management to study business and growth
opportunities more broadly (Peteraf & Bergen, 2003). An
example of this aspect is the electric car. The other brands
are not the only competitors; other economical vehicles and
even public transportation are also competitors.

Figure 3. The Ansoff model (Ansoff, 1957)
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With a similar thought, Chen (1996) defined the framework
for competitor analyses. It was based on two dimensions:
market commonality and resource similarity.The framework
maps three kinds of competitors, indirect (substitutes), direct
and potential, depending on the degree of dimensions. The
framework of competitor analysis is illustrated in figure 4.

Figure 4. The framework of competitor analysis (based on Chen,
1996; Bergen & Peteraf, 2002)

5.

Adoption time, technophobia

Adoption time is the space of time when the consumer
adopts new products or ideas. The more dramatic a new
product is, the longer the adoption time (e.g. Samli & Weber,
2000). There are many models to explain adoption (e.g.,
Mahajan & Wind, 1986; Mahajan et al., 1990; Sultan et al.,
1990, Narayanan, 1992). Most models are based on the Bass
(1969) model (Narayanan, 1992).
There are many definitions for the noun technophobia, and
the early definitions are from the PC era. Brosnan (1998)
uses the most commonly cited definition of Jay (1981) in
his landmark book about technophobia. Jay (1981) defines
technophobia as the following:
1.
A resistance to talking about computers or even
thinking about computers
2.
Fear or anxiety towards computers
3.
Hostile or aggressive thoughts about computers

Briefly, Brosnan (1998, p. 33) states that the overall concept
of technophobia is a combination of computer anxiety and
a negative attitude. In this study, we deal with the given
definitions, but we expand the cause of technophobia from
computers to any technology based new product.
We see that these two concepts, adoption time and
technophobia, have a clear linkage in the field of NPD
research, particularly when speaking about technology
pushed products. Many scholars and research communities
are in step with us, for example when explaining that user
acceptance has been a long-term issue in highly esteemed
MIS research (Davis, 1989). Brosnan (1998, p. 171) and the
HCI community (Davis, 1989) emphasize a commercial
motivation for continued user-friendliness in hardware and
software due to an attempt to appeal to technophobes.
Different technology acceptance models support this
thought; users must feel that an application is useful (perceived
usefulness) and easy to use (perceived ease of use).The roots
of acceptance models are multidisciplinary, from sociology
and psychology to information system research (IS) (see e.g.,
Venkatesh et al., 2003). In NPD research, the most known
and highly cited technology acceptance model is TAM (Davis,
1989) and its extensions, TAM 2 (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000),
TAM 3 (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008) and the unified theory of
acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et
al., 2003). Technology acceptance models explain why users
adopt or do not adopt new applications and give tools to
promote positive adoption. The weakness of the models is
that they do not take into account the time of adoption.
Product related success factors
1.

TP for difficult adopted

TP driven products typically take longer to be adopted by
the majority of customers (see the categories of adopters
by Rogers, 1962). The adoption time from the customer’s
point of view and the natural resistance of users to new
solutions is discussed above.This factor is the adoption time
domain from the developers’ perspective. The longer the
adoption time from a firm’s point of view, the longer the run
commitment to a project, especially in terms of resources.
This is one reason, which makes TP projects risky. If risk is
controlled and a product succeeds, the expected life cycle
is also longer.
2.

Life cycle

Firms develop new products to get long-term profits
(Griffin & Hauser, 1996). A good example of the expected
longer life cycle of successful technology push (also called
as breakthrough) products is a study of Samli and Weber
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(2000), where they examined successful breakthrough
developers, in total, 130 firms with 143 products, which had
been in the market for over a decade.
Product life cycle means total product existence from raw
material sourcing to manufacturing steps, usage and, finally,
to discarding or recycling (e.g., Tseng & Chen, 2004). For
the firm’s perspective, we widen this concept by including
also the development phase. The basic idea behind the life
cycle factor, from an idea until the end of a product’s life, is
economic planning. Samli and Weber (2000) see life cycle
reasoning as a financial and human resource issue.
3.

Fill an unrecognized need

The importance of focusing on customer needs in the
development phase is discussed above. In the ideal world, a
radical or breakthrough product fills a need customers did
not consider. However, proceeding totally with an internal
technology push is a lottery game. Samli and Weber (2000)
emphasize that a new product must fulfil at least a somewhat
recognized need. Calantone and Li (1998) are in step, stating
that if a company has no knowledge of the market, it is not
likely to be successful.
4.

Technological advantages

Technological advantage is a multilevel concept. Depending
on the study, the aspect can vary from country level to
firm or project level. At firm level, technological advantage
represents a firm’s ability to develop technology pushed
breakthrough products instead of just satisfying existing
demand (Samli & Weber, 2000). At project (or product)
level, technological advantage means the overall benefits of
a product (compared to other similar products), which has
been developed on the basis of technology.

material support may be nothing more than lip-service.
Samli and Weber (2000) explain that management must
have adequate financial and human resources for generating
breakthrough products.
2.

Degree of funding

The degree of funding is an important part of a firm’s NPD
strategy. In a study of Samli and Weber (2000), a generous
majority of researched firms spent more than 20 per cent
of their total budgets on developing new products, and
this fact was the most important consideration. In general,
adequate funding (and personnel) must be available, and
it must be maintained during the development process
for carrying out the research and development process
(Samli & Weber, 2000).
Ulrich and Eppinger (2008) suggest that aggregate
planning for firms in terms of efficient use of their
resources is pursuing only projects which can reasonably
completed with budgeted resources. In a planning phase,
management must prioritize the most important projects
in terms of the success of the firm, those projects that are
realizable with adequate resources. Other projects can be
stopped or postponed.
Organization related success factors
1.

Project team skills

Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1995) found that the success
factors may be different at firm level and project level. There
are many reasons for this, but, generalizing, there can be
many different projects with different degrees of investment
within the same firm. This principle applies to any success
factor, including technological advantage. In this context
we are primarily interested in technological advantages at
project level and, secondarily, at firm level.

Sarja (2015) found a few characteristics of development
personnel: training, experience, commitment, expertise,
motivation and ability. The author summarized these
characteristics as team skills. In this study, we do not consider
skills at the individual level; we focus on the thought that
team skills are the consequence of cross-functional teams.
Actually, this was the original idea of teams (e.g. Marquis
& Straight, 1965). In general, many cross-functional team
related studies emphasize the relationships between
marketing and R&D (e.g., Griffin & Hauser, 1996). Crossfunctionality has been found, without exception, to be a
success factor of NPD (e.g., Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1995).
We share our focus with Ulrich and Eppinger (2008); a
product development team should have expertise at least in
marketing, design and manufacturing functions.

Management related success factors

2.

1.

The way to consolidate in-house know how and resources
is networking. The first phase of the networking concept
includes lead users or customers in the development
process (e.g., von Hippel, 1988; Kristensson et al., 2004).
Bishop and Magleby (2004 in Sarja, 2015) required (but not
described) more; networking must be beyond interacting

Management support

Since management is too large a complex of issues to
divide in this context, we share Ernst’s (2002) view that
the most important support from management is to
ensure needed resources. Ernst also emphasizes that non-

Networking
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with customers and end users. The next logical step is
supplier involvement (e.g., Ragatz et al., 2002). Freel (2003)
explored the relationship between networking with three
horizontal actors: competitors, universities and the public
sector. Aside from consolidating in-house know how, the
benefits of networking are also risk and cost sharing, access
to new technologies and markets and attempts to shorten
development time (Ledwith & Coughlan, 2005).

The framework does not offer detailed questions, but the
researchers can lead the questionnaires or make interview
questions accordingly, depending on the method used.
The framework leads to a focus to marketing related
activities, organizational abilities and resource and time
aspects, and these determinants are discussed below.

While networking was recognized as one of the key factors of
technology pushed products, Ledwith and Coughlan (2005)
found that there are conflicting findings in several studies
between networking on a new product development and
increased success. Their own study of 60 electronics firms
found the same results. Therefore, the authors suggested a
framework for managing networking in NPD projects for
reaching successful collaboration. The framework is based
on three variables:
1)
The type of organization with which to collaborate
Who? Which organizations should firms involve in their
NPD projects?
2)
The skills or absorptive capacity of a firm
Skills? Do the firms have the necessary skills to benefit from
the collaboration?
3)
A firm’s new product strategy
Why? Are the reasons for collaboration consistent with the
firms NPD strategy?
The survey instrument framework
The research push case study survey instrument framework
is based on the introduced success factors.The framework is
illustrated in figure 5. The proposed framework is relatively
broad and it is possible to use only part of it depending
on the focus of the case study. The framework is meant to
be used in various types of data collection in case studies,
for example interviews, surveys, document and literature
analyses and so on.

Figure 5. The survey instrument framework
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Discussion
The aim of the transcription of TP success factors is to
help a firm’s management to recognize the real actions
needed to reduce product development risks and to help
scholars to focus on the right issues when studying the
key factors of breakthrough cases. For example, different
survey instruments (e.g., questionnaires, surveys) can be
built accordingly.
After defining the content of TP success factors, we found
three keynotes, which combine the definitions.
The first keynote in the study is market observation
activities in parallel with product development, or, rather,
embedding them as a part of the development process.
This can be seen from different angles in terms of several
success factors. MP methods used guides the start of market
observation immediately when planning a new product idea.
This success factor also emphasizes another important
issue; the development process, including marketing
activities, should be the same regardless of the innovation
driver (TP or MP). Consequently, customer needs must be
identified systematically (focus on customer needs, fill an
unrecognized need), and alternative solutions in the market
must be studied in terms of customer needs instead of in
terms of just itemizing competitors (alternative study). The
outgrowth of these studies is the target market (existing
or new) definition (market development). Technological
ability contributes to developing valuable new products for
customers, filling recognized – and in the ideal case – also
unrecognized needs (technological advantages).
The second keynote relates to organizational ability.
The core task of a firm’s management from the product
development perspective is to ensure needed resources
for development work (management support). Because
resources are always limited, they must be allocated in
terms of the results of aggregate planning and project
prioritizing (degree of funding). Generally, resources consist
of human and financial domains (Samli & Weber, 2000). A
capable development team is cross functional (project team
skills), and the way to consolidate in-house know how and
resources is networking (networking). Because of previous
conflicting findings between NPD and increased success,
networking activities must be planned strategically (Ledwith
& Coughlan, 2005).
The third keynote associates financial resources and
different time aspects. As discussed, a long adoption time
of TP products lies ahead. From a customer perspective,
this means the acceptance time of new technology. At
least partly, the acceptance time can be shortened by userfriendly design (adoption time, technophobia). From a firm’s

perspective, a long run commitment to a project is required,
in the other words, adequate financing (TP for difficult
adopted). Finally, if the project is well planned and it pulls
through the development phase, the end of the life (and
payback) time is expected to be longer (life cycle).
It is notable that an important factor in terms of product
attributes is user-friendliness. There might be some other
technological- or product-related attributes as well, but it
seems that the current does not recognize them. Another
notable thing is that, depending on research angle, a single
success factor can be thematized differently.
The suggested success factors are based on the findings
of two broad meta-analyses by Samli and Weber (2000)
and Bishop and Magleby (2004) and are pre-analyzed by
Sarja (2015). The novelty of this study is the explanatory
definitions of the discussed key factors, and, in that sense, it
confirms and refines previous studies. For further research,
we propose to test suggested key factors in breakthrough
case studies. Naturally, there is some space when applying
the results of this study. If some success factors are in closer
examination in a case study, it is possible to go deeper.
For example, Peteraf and Bergen (2002; 2003) broadened
the competitor analysis framework in comparison
to Chen (1996).
Conclusion
The current literature does not introduce many firm success
factors clearly. The factors may be presented too widely. In
many cases, the factors were found to be self-evident, but, on
closer examination, they may have different meanings. This
can be a problem when researching the success factors of
any business.
It is important to be aware of what the success factors exactly
mean. It is valuable for a firm’s management to recognize the
real actions needed to reduce product development risks,
and also helps scholars to focus on the right issues when
studying the key factors of breakthrough cases.
Based on two TP specific meta-analyses, this paper presents
proposed reasonings and definitions of success factors in
the NPD domain. The survey instrument framework for
TP research cases is also introduced. Implications are
drawn for future research on testing TP success factors
in TP project cases using the survey instruments from the
introduced framework.
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